Introduction
Over the past years, there have been many studies on the "new memories" as a result of rapid progress of information technology (IT) [1] . Low cost and CMOS process compatibility enable boost for mass production. Especially, unipolar based RRAM (Resistive Random Access Memory) is very promising in many respects, however some shortcomings such as high switching current due to its poor conducting filament (CF) controllability still remain [2] . In addition, it is very difficult to accomplish high density unipolar RRAM with conventional metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure due to its broad reset/set distribution [1] - [3] .
In this paper, we propose a novel MIM RRAM cell structure which makes it possible to accomplish high density unipolar RRAM with low power application. Controlling the size of top electrode (TE) of this structure is expected to reduce the contact area where resistive switching occurs, which in turn efficiently controls the CF results in reset current reduction. Obtaining lower forming voltage and set voltage distribution is also possible by field enhancement effect of this structure. Numerical simulation method for unipolar switching based on random circuit breaker (RCB) network is used to elucidate these effects [4] . Figure 1 shows the forming (a) and reset/set (b) curves of our conventional cell [3] . Unipolar based RRAM has structural advantages for high density memory applications. However, as we have previously reported high reset current and set voltage are detected intermittently with conventional MIM cell structure due to undesired CF interactions where resistive switching occurs. [3] . In order to reduce the reset current for low power application, controlling the location, total area and initial resistance of CF are crucial [3] , [5] . Therefore, we propose the noble edge contact TE structure which can control the CF by its area minimized and field enhanced characteristics. Figure 2 shows the schematic cross-section view of our edge contact TE RRAM structure. Figure 3 shows the schematic drawings of possible scenario of reset current reduction at planar (a) and edge contact TE (b), (c) RRAM structure. The number of CF associated with reset current is reduced as contact area of TE is reduced as shown in fig. 3 (b) and fig.3 (c). Moreover, etch process damage in the cell is also reduced due to the cell etch free process in this structure contributing to the reset/set distribution. The field concentration effect of our structure with different contact area is investigated. As contact area 'a' shown in fig. 4 is decreased, electric field concentration is increased. Maximum electric field is generated at TE interface where resistive switching occurs as shown here in fig. 5 , thus finding optimal dimension of 'a' is regarded as an important factor in reducing reset current by CF control enhancement. Fabrication process of our proposed MIM structure is depicted in fig. 6 . Once Ir bottom electrode (BE), resistive cell material and mold oxide are formed, mold oxide patterning is performed step by step, and Ir TE is deposited on the mold afterwards. And then, in order to control the cell/TE contact area for small number of CF path, TE size can be controlled by photo lithography. MIM cell structure is built in between two metal lines that are cross-pointed for selecting a resistive cell and for writing/reading data, respectively.
Motivation and Device Structure

Resistive Switching Characteristics
To test whether this proposed structure contributes to improving the switching characteristics, a numerical simulation is performed using random circuit breaker (RCB) simulation model, which is a dynamic bond percolation model [4] . Figure 7 shows the simulated I-V curves of edge contact structure for various electrode sizes. 10nm Electrode cell shows better forming and reset current characteristics. But set voltage distribution is wider than that of 30nm electrode cell. So, statistical analyses are conducted. Figure 8 show the 10 cells of forming voltage (a), set voltage (b) characteristics as a function of electrode size. As shown in fig. 8 , forming voltage and set voltage are decreased without sensing margin degradation as electrode size is decreased in edge contact structure. Figure 9 show the forming voltage comparison between conventional and edge TE cell (a) and forming voltage (b) and reset current (c) characteristics as a function of electrode size. Lower forming energy is possible in case of edge TE cell due to its structural advantage for electric field concentration. Reset current also decreases with decreasing electrode size as shown in fig. 9 , which is a different result of conventional structure. Conducting defect effects in edge contact TE structure are also investigated. Figure 10 shows the resistive switching characteristics of edge contact TE cell (L ELECTRODE =10nm) (a) and conventional cell (L ELECTRODE =50nm) (b) as a function of various conducting defect ratio. It is very difficult to find optimal reset current and forming voltage condition to satisfy both conditions in conventional structure. In case of edge contact TE cell, conducting defect which is a source of CF is relatively insensate to resistive switching except forming voltage. This implies that this structure has immunity to initial cell conditions, improved resistive switching characteristics with uniform distribution without can be obtained without cell process difficulty.
Conclusions
We propose a novel RRAM structure which makes it possible to reduce the reset current by controlling the number of electrical path and electric field occurring between electrode and resistive cell interface. Numerical simulation is performed using RCB simulation model to confirm this structure. Followings strongly support our proposed structure which contributes to reset current and forming voltage reduction. 
